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Abstract 
This paper describes the Simulator of Personal Income Tax retained by Portuguese companies. According to the 
Portuguese law, monthly and annually companies need to send the information to the Portuguese Tax Administration 
about the amounts of employees’ Personal Income Tax withheld. This task is made through an e-Government tool 
accessed by company’s staff only, which makes it impossible to be used by students. This constitutes an obstacle to the 
accounting learning, because students cannot experiment the “real” process. With this simulator students can “learn by 
doing”, filling and submitting the Personal Income Tax form filled by companies like the company’s staff. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last decade governments invested in e-Government tools to improve services’ quality offered to 
citizens, companies and associations. Car registration, automatic email notifications and taxes payment are 
some examples of these services provided by governments of the Europe Union [1]. The Portuguese 
Government also developed this type of tools. 
Formerly enterprises paid their taxes based on hand-written papers (forms), usually filled by the certified 
accountants and delivered in the physical tax facilities. Currently these forms are submitted through Internet 
directly into the Portuguese Tax Administration Portal (http://www.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt). In Portugal 
some of these electronic forms are mandatory by law like, for instance, the Personal Income Tax (PIT) form 
sent by companies, as stated by the article 120 of Corporate Income Tax (CIT) Code [2]. 
During the companies’ economic life-cycle they pay to many different people like, for instance, employees. 
By the Portuguese law, at the moment of the payment, companies (or institutions) must withhold the PIT and 
send it to the PTA. The percentage of PIT is annually defined by the Government. Then monthly companies 
inform the amount of tax withheld and send these values to the PTA. At the end of the year, the company’s 
certified accountant sends through PTA’s portal the detail information about every entity (person, company or 
institution) the total amounts withheld on each PIT category. Currently this activity is performed in the PTA’s 
portal by companies’ authorized personnel. This reality represents an obstacle for accounting and management 
students, since they only have the opportunity to contact with the official e-government application when they 
begin their professional lives. In school they learn how to calculate PIT values but they do not apply this 
knowledge. This project aims provide accounting students with the experience of submitting a PIT form sent 
by companies in the official e-Government application. For this it was been developed a simulator which 
mimics the official e-Government tool, the PIT Form Simulator. A simulator because with simulation students 
can learn by doing their theoretical knowledge without fearing real consequences [3]. PIT Form Simulator 
imitates the behavior and interface of the official application. To achieve this goal it was built a simulator that 
mimics the interface and the behavior of the official. 
After providing an introduction to contributes of simulation in education, this paper presents the different 
stages of “PIT Form Simulator” construction, based on Robinson methodology [4-6], which identifies four 
main stages: real system (problem), conceptual model, computer model and solutions/understanding. 
Ultimately, some final remarks are presented regarding the construction and results of the simulator. 
2. Simulation in education 
Simulation is widely used and already demonstrated to be an important tool in various different areas [7-
10]. In education area simulation is also a well-known technique. 
Simulation began to stand out in military training (e.g. the “blue box” flight simulator), medicine (e.g. 
anatomical representations of the human body) and scientific disciplines (e.g. mathematics, chemistry and 
physics) [11-14]. This because through simulation solders and students can apply their theoretical knowledge 
in a safe environment, where they could learn from their mistakes without serious consequences. However, 
simulation was very expensive, especially the simulation performed in computers.  
With computer proliferation, simulation increased its capabilities and decreased its costs, opening doors to 
other areas like, for instance, business companies and management schools. In companies simulation can test 
and explore, allowing to learn by doing without fearing the real consequences of failures [3, 12, 14-16]. 
Currently there are many examples of the application of simulation in this area. Production lines, supply chain, 
marketing, project management, accounting and fiscal are some examples of applications [3, 17-19]. 
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To improve simulations’ interactivity and develop the competition spirit, games concepts were added to 
simulation, generating a concept: simulation games. Simulation is associated with systems imitation and game 
is associated to the introduction of artificial rules. The rules aim to limit the player activities making the game 
more challenging; when the player plays outside the rules to achieve the desire state is considered cheating. In 
simulation games, participants interact with the environment generated by simulation and the game element 
define and limit (game rules) the action allowed in that environment  [10, 20]. The main goal of simulation 
game based products is not for entertainment, but for developing professional’s skills. Because of that, they 
are usually known in the literature as serious games [3, 21]. 
In the accounting and management area, Accounting Education Change Commission [22], 
PriceWaterHouseCooper [23] and other authors [19, 24, 25] in their research, identify the use of simulators as 
an interesting pedagogical tool. Management and especially accounting education are mainly based on 
theoretical knowledge which can lead static and boring learning [22]. Silva [19] already show an example of a 
simulator indicated for accounting education which allow students to simulate submitting the VAT form. With 
simulators, students can apply their theoretical knowledge in simulated scenarios without any real 
consequences. 
3. Portuguese Personal Income Tax System 
Since 1999 all personal incomes earned in Portugal are taxed under the Code of the Income Tax of 
Individuals (CIRS) [26]. The incomes are separated into different categories, for instance [27]: Category A – 
incomes earned from dependent employment; Category B – incomes from business and professional; Category 
E – incomes earned from capital; Category H – pensions. 
The majority of the incomes are obtained through companies or institutions. As stated in article 119th of 
CIRS [27], in the moment of the income payment, companies (or institutions) retain the tax amount and 
monthly send it to the Portuguese Tax Administration (PTA). This information sent by the company has only 
the total amount retained in each Category, i.e., no name is specified. Only at the end of the year, the 
company’s certified accountant sends through the PTA’s portal other form with more details about the values, 
describing the total amounts withheld by each Category and by each person/company/institution. For instance, 
every month employees receive the salary less taxes: one part is for Personal Income Tax and the other is for 
Social Security (in the Portuguese case). 
Every month, without specifying the employees’ names, the company sends the global amounts withheld 
by each Category to the PTA. At the end of the year, the company’s certified accountant send the annual 
amount withheld of each employee (specifying the employees’ names and fiscal number). With this 
information, PTA knows how much the employee pay in taxes and helps the electronic tax filing form process. 
At the end of the year, when the employee opens the electronic tax filing form, there are already filed the 
values retained by the company (or companies). 
Formerly these operations were performed in paper based forms and delivered in physical tax facilities. 
Currently they are entirely performed in digital forms in the  
PTA’s web portal. These new e-government tools make the tax form filing process easier for taxpayers. 
However all of these tools can only be accessed by certified accountants, creating a barrier to the accounting 
and management students. 
4. Conceptual model 
The conceptual model is an abstraction of the system that formally represents the problem domain by 
describing the system’s behavior and structure [28, 29]. There many techniques to formalize the conceptual 
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model, one of them is using diagrams provided by Unified Model Language (UML) [4, 30, 31] like, for 
instance, the use case diagram and class diagram. 
According to Golfarelli and Rizzi [30], in order to express a simulation model, we can first start by 
describing the systems features with use case diagram and then describe the system structure through the class 
diagram. 
Once analyzed the official application of the Personal Income Tax form annually sent by companies was 
identified the following features: New form (creates a new form); Open form (opens an existing form saved in 
a file); Save form (allows saving the form in a file); Validate form (analyzes and searches for errors in the 
inserted values); Submit form (sends the form to the Government (network connection required); Print form 
(allows the printing of the current form). These features are represented in the use case diagram in Fig 1. 
Fig. 1. Simulator use case diagram 
The official application allows working on the form like a file; the accountant can go on filling the form 
over time and save the file in order to complete it later. This feature requires the ability to manage different 
versions of the forms. The form is always validated before the submission. The application only allows 
proceeding forward when all data passes in the validation process. The validation feature evaluates and 
identifies potential mandatory value errors, types of values inserted (ex: text in number fields) and business 
logic errors of the form (ex: inconsistent values according the law). While filling the form the accountant may 
need to print a previous form (the temporary form). This feature is interesting because it allows analyzing the 
values on paper. 
After analyzed the features in use case diagram it was defined the structure of the simulator with class 
diagram. Fig 2 shows simplified structure of the simulator, where it is possible to see the objects and the 
relationships between them. 
Student (user) can simulate two PIT forms, the monthly and annually form. 
The PIT form monthly sent by companies only have one global table that requires the month of the form 
and the retained values of each PIT’s category in that month (e.g. Category A – incomes earned from 
dependent employment and Category B – incomes from business and professional). The total amount inserted 
will represent the amount to pay to the PTA. After sent the information the PTA’s portal will generate a 
delivery receipt which will have the amount to pay.
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The PIT form annually sent by the companies’ certified accountant works like a file, each user has a unique 
name of the PIT form on the local machine (e.g. December 2011 form). The PIT form is composed with seven 
tables which require different types of information. For instance, Table 2 requires the tax identification 
number of the taxpayer and Table 4 requires the total amounts of retained PIT values in the year. Each table 
has fields to fulfill with data. These fields have different data type needs, like strings, dates and number 
(integer and decimal numbers). Before submitting the form is possible to print the temporary form. This 
temporary form is a preview of the final official form, it is useful to analyze the inserted information. After 
this, the form can be electronically sent and then get the receipt in the PTA’s portal. 
Fig. 2. Simplified class diagram of the PIT Form Simulator 
5. Computer model 
Computer model is the representation of the conceptual model through computer code [6]. Currently there 
is software available in the market that facilitates the conversion of the UML model into code. However the 
interface of the simulator cannot be developed only through a UML model conversion, it requires design 
work.  
For the PIT form simulator interface it was made a complete imitation of the Portuguese official PIT form 
application. The real PIT form application is a Java application (with the Java interface characteristics) and 
PIT Form Simulator is a web based application. 
In Fig 3 and Fig 4 is visible the design work where is possible to understand the similarities between the 
two applications (however running in different platforms). 
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Portuguese official PIT application for companies - Table 4 
PIT Form simulator - Table 4 
Fig 3. Interface of Table 4 of Portuguese official PIT application and PIT Form Simulator 
Fig 3 shows table 4 of the PIT form application for companies, where the official accountant inserts the 
global amounts withheld by the company in each PIT Category.  
During the completion of the PIT form the accountants may need to print a temporary form in order to 
analyze the inserted values. The interface of the temporary form also was imitated. Fig 4 shows the official 
PIT temporary form and the simulated temporary form. 
As shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4, the interface is very similar, however PIT form Simulator is identified has a 
non-official application only developed for educational purposes. The interface and behavior similarity is very 
important to make the simulation process closer to reality. 
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Official PIT temporary form 
PIT Form Simulator temporary form 
  
Fig 4. Official PIT temporary form and the PIT Form Simulator temporary form 
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6. Conclusion 
E-Government tools created new ways for Governments interact with society. But some of these tools are 
available to professionals’ people only. One example of this type of tools is the Portuguese official PIN form 
submission available on PTA’s portal. Every month and year, company’s authorized professional sends 
information about the PIT amounts withheld by the company through an e-Government tool: the official PIT 
form application. This reality generates a gap in the accounting students because they cannot use these 
applications that will be a part of their future professional lives (only certified accountants can do it).  
This paper describes the development process of the PIT simulator, which allows accounting and 
management students to interact with a faithful replica of the official PIT form, learning how to fill and submit 
it. 
The development of the PIT Form simulator is in its final stage, being currently - in the second half of the 
current academic year (2011/2012) - in test, by teachers and students, of accounting and management courses 
of ISCAC. In talking with teachers and students we perceived the contribution of the simulator to awaken 
interest and motivation among students for learning. At the of the semester a survey will be conducted to 
assess the use of the simulator by teachers and students regarding its usefulness. 
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